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Abstract: The paper presents a fast and efficient integer algorithm for the fraction-free triangular factorization
of a strongly regular Hermitian Toeplitz matrix. The algorithm enhances the ordinary fast Schur algorithm for
this factorization with the property that when it is applied to a matrix with (Gaussian or real) integer entries, the
algorithm is completed over the respective integral domain with integers of minimal length and an overall low
binary complexity.
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Introduction

Consider a Hermitian Toeplitz matrix
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volume dedicated to the impact of the work of Schur
on signal processing and operator theory. This volume also contains translation to English of the pertinent couple of paper of Schur that are too referenced
in [3].







(1)

The paper introduces an integer version for the Schur
algorithm. By Schur algorithm we refer here to a fast
algorithm that obtains a triangular (LDU) factorization Tn and by its corresponding Levinson algorithm
we refer to the algorithm that obtains the triangular
factorization of T−1
n . The two algorithms are intimately related. For example they both produce the
same set of the aforementioned reflection coefficients
that give rise to same form lattice filter realizations
and they can be used to complement each other in additional ways. The Schur algorithm has been noted to
have a relative advantage in parallel computation [4]
[6]. The two algorithms were subsequently extended
also to certain close-to-Toeplitz matrices called QuasiToeplitz (QT) and to non-symmetric Toeplitz and QT
matrices, see [8] and references therein. This reference also proposed an interesting combination of the
Levinson and Schur algorithms to invert and factorize
QT matrices beyond the restriction to Toeplitz and at
most to a subclass of admissible QT matrices [7] that
Levinson algorithm can handle alone.

c0

defined by n + 1 complex numbers ci ∈ C (where ?
denotes complex conjugate). We assume that the matrix is strongly regular, namely all Tm , m = 0, . . . , n
are nonsingular. Toeplitz matrices arise as the covariance matrix in statistical modeling of signals for linear
prediction problem, in modelling layered media modeling, in realization of lattices filters by reflection coefficients, in modeling and coding of speech (by LPC,
linear prediction coding), and more.
Fast algorithms that exploit the structure of the
Toeplitz matrix to solve a set Toeplitz equations
and/or obtain the inverse of the matrix in just order n2 (rather than n3 ) flops (count of floating point
arithmetic operations) are collectively called Levinson algorithms [1]. Among them, the most widely
used version in signal processing is an algorithm that
finds T−1
n in a lower-diagonal-upper (LDU) factorized
form. This version is also known as the LevinsonDurbin algorithm, referring to its independent derivation in this context by Durbin in [2]. Some years after the wide acceptance of the Levinson algorithm, it
has become realized, mostly through work of Kailath
and his associates, that another fast algorithm that has
been traced back to an earlier work by Schur [3] can
equally produce the same reflection coefficients and
hence the same lattice filter realization, see the narrative [4] [5]. The latter papers appeared in a special
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Integer preserving (IP) Levinson algorithms for
Toeplitz and admissible QT matrices were obtained
in [9] [10] [11]. The IP property means that for an
integer matrix the algorithm can be carried out over
the integers. The integers may be the ordinary integers, denoted by Z, or Gaussian√integers defined by
ZG = {a + jb|a, b ∈ Z} (j = −1). The terms IP
and fraction-free (FF) are often used interchangeably
to describe integer algorithms. In principle, an ordi-
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tion to a unit-triangular matrix. This introduces infinitely many LDU presentations for the matrix because the diagonal matrix can compensate on any arbitrarily rescaling of each of the columns of the triangular matrix. In [8] we pursued uniformly looking
Levinson and Schur algorithms with common transmission lines parameterized by the celebrated reflection coefficients, see also [7] [14]. To this end, we
used there a scaled version of the Schur algorithm that
produces columns for the following not unit-triangular
factorization
t
Tn = U?n D−1
(5)
n Un

nary algorithm (designed for floating point numbers)
can be arranged to stay over integers simply by avoiding division. An example is the forthcoming divisionfree (DF) version of the Schur recursions brought below (to serve as an intermediate stage toward reaching the sought final form of the algorithm). The term
fraction-free provides a more descriptive distinction
between an algorithm that is over integers just because
it is DF (but produces integers of length growing at an
exponential rate) and an integer algorithm that actually uses divisions but nevertheless remains fractionfree because the divisions act to recursively remove
common integer factors as soon as possible. In other
words, our FF Schur algorithm will involve cancellation type divisions that act to reduce the length of the
involved integers. Efficiency of an integer algorithm
is determined by a measure that counts not just the
number of flops but also the length of the integers involved (multiplication of longer integers costs more).
It is called computing time or binary complexity [12]
[13]. The cancelation of common integer factors can
be shown to reduce the length of the integers involved
from an exponential rate of growth (from step to step)
in a DF algorithm to just a linear rate of growth in the
FF SChur algorithm. We skip here details on the integer aspects of the proposed algorithm but they can be
shown to be comparable to the characterization of the
corresponding FF Levinson algorithm in [9] [10] [11].

2

The diagonal matrices Dn here and in (2) are the same.
This means that the lower-triangular matrix Un is related to the unit-triangular matrix by Un = Pn Dn .
Another convenience that we must too abandon is the
“no loss of generality” normalization c0 = 1 that
is made in virtually all previous reports on the LDU
factorization of Toeplitz matrices and their inverse,
including [8]. It is evidently restrictive for an integer matrix. Fortunately, the only further change
in the form of the algorithm in [8] for a Hermitian
Toeplitz matrix is changing the initialization there into
D0 = c0 . This modification ha been already included
in the forthcoming reference algorithm, Algorithm 1.
By this, we have reached a conceptually pleasing separation between changes that stem from abandoning
traditional conveniences in the ordinary that are no
longer appropriate for an integer algorithm from forthcoming changes that aim to turn Algorithm 1 that is
still a “floating point” algorithm, into an efficient integer algorithm.

The Ordinary Schur Algorithm

The triangular factorization of a strongly regular Hermitian matrix (1) is usually expressed by
Tn = P?n Dn Ptn

The ordinary (i.e. not IP) Schur algorithm below obtains the columns um = [um,0 , . . . , um,n ]t for the
lower-triangular matrix Un


u0,0
0
···
0
 u0,1 u1,1 · · ·
0 


Un =  .
(6)

.
.
.
 .

.
u0,n u1,n · · · un,n

(2)

where Pn is a unit-triangular matrix of size n + 1 (that
for concreteness is assumed to be lower-triangular)
and t denotes transpose. The adjective “unit” means
that the triangular matrix has 1’s on its main diagonal.
Dn is a diagonal matrix with entries denoted by
Dn = diag[D0 , D1 , . . . , Dn ] .

and the entries Dm for the diagonal matrix (3) for the
LDU factorization (5) in a recursive manner. The algorithm here and in the sequel use polynomial recursion (that if desirable, can be easily converted into a
recursive update expressions for the involved entries)
with the following convention. The recursion propagates a pair of polynomials

(3)

The assumption that the matrix is strongly regular (i.e.
all its principal submatrices are non-singular) is equivalent to the condition that all the entries of Dn are nonzero. Indeed, the principal minors of the matrix are
given by
det Tm =

m
Y

Di

,

m = 0, . . . , n

um (z) = zn [0, . . . , 0, um,m , . . . , um,n , . . .]t

(4)

vm (z) = zn [0, . . . , 0, 0, vm,m+1 , . . . , vm,n , . . .]

i=0

where z = [1, z, z 2 , . . .] (of length as needed). The
recursion keeps nullifying the least power coefficients

In order to have a factorization over integers for an
integer Tn , we must abandon the above normalizaISSN: 2367-895X

(7)
t
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3

such that at step m the first m coefficients of um (z)
and the first m+1 coefficients of the auxiliary variable
vm (z) are zeros as shown in (7). Each recursion step
gets as input the pair u(m−1) (z), v(m−1) (z) both of degree n and produces as output a pair um (z), vm (z) of
degree increased by one. Since we need only the first
n + 1 coefficients for all m, computation of coefficients of powers higher than necessary can be avoided
by recursive truncation of the output polynomials beyond the power z n , for all m. We denote the truncated
polynomials by
u(m) (z) = zn [0, . . . , 0, um,m , . . . , um,n ]t

We want to convert Algorithm 1 into an efficient integer algorithm for (1) with ci ∈ ZG or ci ∈ Z. An
obvious way to get an integers algorithm is to avoid
divisions. The resulting DF recursion can be shown to
create integers of length that grows at an exponential
rate (due to a mechanism that will become apparent
through the material in the Appendix). We begin with
the DF recursions and then will use them to derive of
the sought efficient FF integer algorithm.
Suppose we take the Algorithm 1 and carry it our
without admitting divisions (they are introduced via
the reflection coefficients, km , (8a)). All the variables
of the DF recursions are tagged with ˆ (to be removed
later in the FF version). The main replacements are
u(m) (z) → x̂(m) (z) and v(m) (z) → ŷ(m) (z). The
outcome is as follows.

(7)

v(m) (z) = zn [0, . . . , 0, 0, vm,m+1 , . . . , vm,n ]t
where zn = [1, z, z 2 , . . . , z n ]. In the implementation of the algorithm, in order to avoid more more
computation than necessary, it is also important not
to compute tthe first m and m + 1 coefficients of
u(m) (z), v(m) (z) that are zero by structure. So our
notation convention is not the most foolproof possible to ensure that only the minimal number of required coefficients is calculated. It however adheres
to the notation we used in [7] in order to attain a lookalike Levinson and the Schur algorithms. As a consequence, our forthcoming FF Schur algorithm will too
bear a formal resemblance to the FF Levinson algorithm for a Toeplitz matrix in [9] [10] [11].

Division-free recursions (an intermediate result). Set
−1 = 1, 0 = c0 x̂0 (z) = zn [c0 , c1 , . . . , cn ]t , ŷ0 (z) =
x̂0 (z) − c0 .
For m = 1, . . . , n do:
δ̂m = ŷm−1,m




 


?
zu(m−1) (z)
um (z)
1
−km
=
vm (z)
−km
1
v(m−1) (z)

 


?
z x̂(m−1) (z)
ˆ
−δ̂m
x̂m (z)
= m−1
(9b)
ŷm (z)
ŷ(m−1) (z)
−δ̂m ˆm−1

ˆm = x̂m,m

Given Tn in (1) with ci ∈ C, set u(0) (z) =
zn [c0 , c1 , . . . , cn ]t , v(0) (z) = u(0) (z) − c0 , d0 = c0 .
For m = 1, . . . , n do:
vm−1,m
Dm−1

(9a)

x̂(m) (z) = zn [0, . . . , 0, x̂m,m , . . . , x̂m,n ]t
ŷ(m) (z) = zn [0, . . . , 0, 0, ŷm,m+1 , . . . , ŷm,n ]t

Algorithm 1. The ordinary Schur algorithm

km =

FF Schur algorithms

(9c)

(8a)

Let a|b denote that integer a divides integer b without
remainder, and a|x` (z) to mean that a is a common integer divisor for all the coefficients of the polynomial
x` (z). Then the next lemma is proved in the appendix.

(8b)

Lemma 1. For an integer Tn in (1) (i.e. ci in ZG or in
Z) the above DF recursions produce ˆm in Z such that
ˆm is a common factor of all the integer coefficients
of the polynomials from x̂(m+2) (z) ŷ(m+2) (z) and on,
i.e.
ˆm |x̂(m+2+i) (z), ŷ(m+2+i) (z) , i = 0, 1, ..., n − m − 2

u(m) (z) = zn [0, . . . , 0, um,m , . . . , um,n ]t
v(m) (z) = zn [0, . . . , 0, 0, vm,m+1 , . . . , vm,n ]t
(8c)

Lemma 1 is proved in the appendix where it is further
explained that it implies that Algorithm 2 is indeed
fraction-free as stated in the next theorem.

As was shown in [8], taking the coefficient vector of
u(m) (z) to be the (m + 1)-th column of Un (6) and
setting Dm m = 0, . . . , n into the diagonal matrix Dn
(3) produces the LDU factorization (5) for Tn .

Theorem 2 (Algorithm 2 is FF). For Tn in (1) with
ci ∈ ZG or ci ∈ Z, all the coefficients that Algorithm
2 produces are in ZG or Z, respectively, and all the
computation can be completed over the respective integral domain.

Dm = um,m

ISSN: 2367-895X
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Similarly,
Algorithm 2. FF Schur algorithm for Tn
`−1 v(`) (z) = −k` zu(`−1) (z) + v(`−1) (z) =


y`−1,` (z) x(`−1) (z) y(`−1) (z)
`−1 −
=
z
+
`−1
`−2
`−2
1 
−δ` zx(`−1) (z) + `−1 y(`−1) (z) = x(`) (z)
`−2

Set −1 = 1, 0 = c0 , x0 (z) = zn [c0 , c1 . . . , cn ]t ,
y0 (z)=x0 (z) − c0
For m = 1, . . . , n do:
δm = ym−1,m

(10a)

This completes the proof.






?
1
zx(m−1) (z)
xm (z)
m−1 −δm
=
(10b)
ym (z) m−2 −δm m−1
y(m−1) (z)

Q
Using (11b) repeatedly gives m = m
`=0 D` that can
be compared to (4) to conclude the important fact that
the algorithm produces directly

x(m) (z) = zn [0, . . . , 0, xm,m , . . . , xm,n ]t
y(m) (z) = zn [0, . . . , 0, 0, ym,m+1 , . . . , ym,n ]t
m = xm,m

m = det Tm ,

(10c)

Proposition 3. The following relations between the
FF Schur algorithm, Algorithm 2, and the ordinary
Schur algorithm in Algorithm 1 hold




x(m) (z)
u(m) (z)
=m−1
, m = 0, . . . , n (11a)
y(m) (z)
v(m) (z)

m =

(11b)

δm = m−1 km ,

m = 1, . . . , n

(11c)

Proof. First note that if (11a) is true then it im(8c)

plies (11b) because m = xm,m = m−1 um,m =
m−1 Dm . Eq. (11a) implies also (11c) because
(10a)

(8a)

δm = ym−1,m = m−2 vm−1,m = m−2 Dm−1 km
that with (11b) gives (11c). The main relation (11a)
can be proved by induction as follows. By definition, x0 (z) = −1 u0 (z) and y0 (z) = −1 v0 (z).
Next, x(1) (z) = 0 zx0 (z) − δ1? y0 (z) = c0 {zu0 (z) −
k1? v0 (z)} = 0 u(1) (z) and y(1) (z) = −δ1 zx0 (z) −
0 y0 (z) = c0 {−k1 zu0 (z) + v0 (z)} = 0 v(1) (z). Assume that (11a) holds for m = 0, 1, . . . ` − 1. Then
for m = `,

(13)

Theorem 4. Algorithm 2 produces the next LDU factorization
t
Tn = X?n E−1
(14)
n Xn
where Xn is a lower-triangular
columns are the coefficient vectors of
0, . . . , n, viz.

x0,0
0
···
 x0,1 x1,1 · · ·

Xn =  .
..
 ..
.

`−1 u(`) (z) = zu(`−1) (z) − k`? v(`−1) (z) =
(
)
?
(z) y(`−1) (z)
x(`−1) (z) y`−1,`
`−1 z
−
=
`−2
`−1
`−2
1 
`−1 zx(`−1) (z) − δ`? y(`−1) (z) = x(`) (z)
`−2
ISSN: 2367-895X

2m−1 − |δm |2
m−2

In the FF Levinson algorithm, the computation of the
δm involves an inner product between two vectors and
(13) saves there an alternative possible computation of
m by a second inner product [9] [10]. In the current
FF Schur algorithm both δm and m are obtained directly (without “side computation” of inner products).
This is the FF dressing for a similar advantage of the
ordinary Schur algorithm over the ordinary Levinson
algorithm for concurrent computation [4] [6]. The FF
Schur algorithm provides a tool to compute the reflection coefficients km in an error-free manner via (11c).
As is well known, all |km | < 1 is a necessary and
sufficient condition for the matrix to be positive definite and they are not likely to take integer values also
in more general situations. However, the FF algorithm
offers a way to reach their value expressed by the ratio
of two integers computed in an error-free manner.

and by consequence,
m = 1, . . . , n

(12)

Thus the m ’s are same as those in the FF Levinson
algorithm for a Toeplitz matrix [9] [10]. Same is true
also for the δm ’s here and there. Upon comparing the
coefficient of the power z m in the upper line of equation (10b) we get

The next proposition draws the relationship between
the new and the classical Schur algorithms.

m = m−1 Dm ,

m = 0, . . . , n

x0,n x1,n · · ·
54

matrix whose
x(m) (z), m =
0
0







(15)

xn,n
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and En is a diagonal matrix given by the product
En = Èn Ėn
Èn =diag [−1 , 0 , · · · , n−1 ]

(16)

Ėn =diag [0 , 1 , · · · , n ]

(17)

The paper presented an efficient fraction-free algorithm for the triangular (LDU) factorization of a
strongly regular Hermitian Toeplitz matrix. The presented FF Schur algorithm is usable also for not integer matrices but is designed to provide an efficient
fraction-free algorithm for an integer (Gaussian or
ordinary) that involves integers of minimal possible
length (in general). This is a sought property for computer algebra systems (and for computation with symbols). It also provides error-free computation for integer matrices and can improve the accuracy of computation also for not-integer matrices. A matrix with
decimal entries of acceptable accuracy can always be
scaled up into an integer matrix. Then the reflection
coefficients can be obtained with no further loss of accuracy (they are not affected by the scaling) and after a similarly accurate integer LDU factorization has
been reached it can be inversely scaled to an LDU with
floating point values of improved accuracy. Extension
of the current algorithm to FF Schur algorithms for
nonsymmetric and to close to Toeplitz matrices as in
[8] is planned for another publication.

Proof. Proposition 3 implies the matrix relations
Xn = Un Èn , Ėn = Èn Dn .
The IP factorization (14) follows by setting the above
relations into the factorization (5).
Thus, Algorithm 2 produces a FF Gaussian/real integer LDU factorization for a Gaussian/real integer
Toeplitz matrix. Note that the diagonal matrices are
real also in the complex case, see (13). Writing the
diagonal as the product of the indicated two diagonal
matrices is useful to express the factorization in terms
of the minimal possible length of integers. The algorithm can be shown to have a restrained growth of
the length of integers similar to the FF Levinson algorithm in [9] [10] [11].

4

A Numerical Examples

Algorithm 2 is easy to program and running it with
some decent size matrices is the way to learn its effectiveness. Here is a toy numerical example (useful
to test your programming). The application of Algorithm 2 to the next integer Hermitian Toeplitz matrix


APPENDIX: PROVING THE FRACTION-FREE
PROPERTY
We begin by preparing some properties of the DF recursions needed for the proof of Lemma 1.



7
3 + j 1 + 2j 1 + j
 3−j
7
3 + j 1 + 2j 

T3 = 
 1 − 2j 3 − j
7
3+j 
1 − j 1 − 2j 3 − j
7

Lemma 5. The recursions in (9) have the following
(a)-(c) properties.
?
(a) ˆm = ˆ2m−1 − δ̂m δ̂m

runs as follows. The initialization is: x(0) (z) = 7 +
(3 + j)z + (1 + 2j)z 2 + (1 + j)z 3 , y(0) (z) = (3 +
j)z + (1 + 2j)z 2 + (1 + j)z 3 and 0 = 7. Step m = 1:
δ1 = 3+j, x(1) (z) = 39z+(16+2j)z 2 +(3+12j)z 3 ,
y(1) (z) = (−1 + 8j)z 2 + 6z 3 , 1 = 39. Step m = 2:
δ2 = −1 + 8j, x(2) (z) = 208z 2 + (90 + 18j)z 3 ,
y(2) (z) = (38 − 18j)z 3 , 2 = 208. Step m = 3: δ3 =
38 − 18j, x(3) (z) = 1064z 3 , y(3) (z) = 0, 3 = 1064.
Thus the algorithm produces the factorization
t
T3 = X?3 E−1
3 X3 (14) with


7
0
0
0
 3+j
39
0
0 

X3 = 
 1 + 2j 16 + 2j
208
0 
1 + j 3 + 12j 90 + 18j 1064

(18)

?
(b) x̂(m) (z)x̂?(m) (w) − ŷ(m) (z)ŷ(m)
(w) =
(19)
?
ˆm {zwx̂(m−1) (z)x̂(m−1) (w) − ŷ(m−1) (z)ŷ(m−1) (w)}

(c) x̂(m) (z)ŷ(m) (w) − ŷ(m) (z)x̂(m) (w) =

(20)

ˆm {zwx̂(m−1) (z)ŷ(m−1) (w) − ŷ(m−1) (z)x̂(m−1) (w)}
Proof. Property (a) is obtained by comparing the coefficient of z m at the two sides of the upper part of
? y
(9b), x̂m,m = ˆm−1 xm−1,m−1 − δ̂m
m−1,m and using
the definitions of ˆm and δ̂m there. To obtain (b), use
K = diag[1, −1] and (9b) to rewrite (b) as follows
[x̂(m) (z), ŷ(m) (z)]K[x̂(m) (w), ŷ(m) (w)]t =

(21)

[z x̂(m−1) (z), ŷ(m−1) (z)]Θtm KΘ?m ·
[wx̂(m−1) (w), ŷ(m−1) (w)]t

and E3 given by the product of È
=
diag [1, 7, 39, 208] and Ė = diag [7, 39, 208, 1064].
ISSN: 2367-895X
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and

Then evaluate for it
(18)

?
Θtm KΘ?m = (ˆ
2m−1 − δ̂m δ̂m
)K = ˆm K

?
x̂(m+2) (z) = ˆm+1 z x̂(m+1) (z) − δ̂m+2
ŷ(m+1) (z)


(25)(23)(26)(24) 
?
?
∼
−δ̂m+1
δ̂m+1 −z δ̂m+1
ŷ(m) (z) −
=



?
−δ̂m+1
x̂?m,m+1 −δ̂m+1 z x̂(m) (z) =
 ?
?
z δ̂m+1 δ̂m+1
ŷm,m+1 ŷ(m) (z) − x̂?m,m+1 x̂(m) (z) ∼
=0

(22)

This proves property (b). To prove
(c), evaluate the

0
l.h.s. of property (c), using J = 1 10 ,
[x̂(m) (z), ŷ(m) (z)]K[ŷ(m) (w), x̂(m) (w)]t =
[z x̂(m−1) (z), ŷ(m−1) (z)]Θtm KJΘm J·

The congruence to 0 follows because the term in the
curly bracket is equal to the coefficient of wm in (19).
Similarly,

[ŷ(m−1) (w), wx̂(m−1) (w)]t
But JΘm J = Θ?m and then at the center we have
again, using (22), Θtm KΘ?m = ˆm K. This completes
the proof of property (c).

?
ŷ(m+2) (z) = −δ̂m+2
z x̂(m+1) (z) + ˆm+1 ŷ(m+1) (z) ∼
=



?
−δ̂m+1 x̂m,m+1 −z δ̂m+1
ŷ(m) (z) −



?
−δ̂m+1
δ̂m+1 −δ̂m+1 z x̂(m) (z) =
 ?
?
z δ̂m+1 δ̂m+1
−x̂m,m+1 ŷ(m) (z)+ŷm,m+1 x̂(m) (z) ∼
=0

Proof of Lemma 1. For Tn with entries in ZG or Z
the DF recursions remain over the respective integral
domain because it involves no division. The fact that
ˆm ∈ Z (also for input in ZG ) becomes apparent from
(18). In the following we say that a is congruent to b
if a = b modulus ˆm and denote this by a ∼
= b. We
can then conclude that ˆm |x̂(m+2) (z), ŷ(m+2) (z) if we
prove that x̂(m+2) (z) ∼
= 0 and ŷ(m+2) (z) ∼
= 0. The required successive substitutions is simplified by noticing that the structure of the recursion allows to drop
from a sum of terms any term that is already recognized to be congruent to 0, because a term that contain
the factor ˆm inherits it to all forthcoming summands
in which it participates. We used this technique also to
establish the FF property for the Levinson algorithms
[9] [10] [11]. It was first introduced as a tool to derive
efficient two-dimensional discrete stability tests [15]
and afterward was used also to derive FF stability tests
for discrete and continuous linear systems [16] [17]
[18].
From step m to step m + 1 we obtain
?
x̂(m+1) (z) = ˆm z x̂(m) (z)−δ̂m+1
ŷ(m) (z)
?
∼ δ̂
ŷ(m) (z)
=−
m+1

This time the congruence to 0 follows because the
term in the curly bracket is recognized as the coefficient of wm in (20). This completes the proof of
Lemma 1 that ˆm |x̂(m+2) (z), ŷ(m+2) (z)
t
u
It can be concluded that this factor propagates
and multiplies in the DF recursions such that
ˆ1+i
m |x̂(m+2+i) (z), ŷ(m+2+1) (z), i = 0, 1, 2, . . .. Consequently it causes a severe exponential rate of growth
of the integers in the DF recursions.
Finally, the claimed IP property of Algorithm 2 stated
in Theorem 2 follows from Lemma 1 after realizing
that the common factor ˆm exposed at step m + 2 can
(and should) be removed as soon as it was formed (i.e.
at step m + 2). Removing ˆm at step m + 2 does not
interfere with the a similar cycle that makes ˆm+1 a
removable common integer factor at step m + 3 and
so forth.
Acknowledgements: This research was supported by
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(23)

ŷ(m+1) (z) = −δ̂m+1 z x̂(m) (z)+ˆ
m ŷ(m) (z)
∼
(24)
=−δ̂m+1 z x̂(m) (z)
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